New EDOX Class 1 Chronometer Automatic Limited Edition – the Class 1 Spirit on your Wrist.

The Edox Class 1 Powerboat World Championship. The premier class of the oceans. Two 850 HP-powered turbines catapult the bolides at speeds of 270 km/h across the open sea.

The pilots say: “At 270 km/h, what you see ahead of you is already history.”

High speed – high tech. EDOX has developed an officially certified chronometer automaton, that will not leave a single watch enthusiast unmoved. Materials from racing sports and space technology. An ultra-light, corrosion-resistant case, water-resistant to a depth of 1500 metres, 45 mm diameter, automatic helium valve, 6-way screw-in bezel, made from particularly hard ceramic, with 18-carat gold screws, sapphire glass that is anti-reflective inside, both scratch-resistant. Natural rubber strap with Edox logo and titanium clasp. Presented in a hand-made casket in the powerboat design. Limited to just 500 worldwide.

The new Edox Class 1 Chronometer Limited Edition. Made by the official sponsor and timekeeper of the Class 1 World Powerboat Championship.